
TOURS AND EXPERIENCE





PANORAMIC CITY TOUR
We will begin a panoramic tour of the modern area of Cartagena, one of the sectors

that occupies most of a peninsula south of the historic center, characterized by its

impressive skyscrapers, waterfront hotels, multiple restaurants and luxurious stores,

which undoubtedly concentrate an important tourist and commercial activity in the

city. We will skirt the bay of Cartagena from the Castillo Grande neighborhood until

we reach Manga, an island that connects with the city and let us see a wonderful

architectural contrast. We will take the road to the "Guardian of Cartagena", the

San Felipe de Barajas Castle, one of the seven wonders of Colombia that impacts

the city for its imposing construction. The tour continues in the Historic Center,

settlement of architecture, history and culture of the "Corralito de Piedra" and ends

at the museum of the most beautiful stone of Colombia: La Esmeralda,

Duration: 2.5 hours approximately

Includes:

Air-conditioned transportation

-Specialized local  guide

Not included:

-Food and beverages.

Additional services not described in the tour.

VAT of 19% for domestic passengers (foreigners are exempt from VAT upon 
presentation of the corresponding temporary entry stamp).





SAN FELIPE CASTLE AND GETSEMANÍ 
CITY TOUR
Departure from the hotel to the Getsemaní neighborhood for a walk through

its streets and squares, steeped in history, culture and Cartagena traditions

that are reflected in its architecture, its murals and its inhabitants. Then we

continue to the Castle of San Felipe de Barajas, the most amazing fortress of

Spanish engineering in America built in 1657, today, is recognized as one of

the seven wonders of Colombia and declared a World Heritage Site by Unesco

and is a journey through history to walk through its tunnels and meet inside

the Guardian of Cartagena. The tour ends with a visit to the Emerald Museum,

where you will learn all the details of the most beautiful stone of Colombia.

Duration: 3 hours approximately

Includes:

• Air-conditioned transportation

• Specialized local guide

• Entrance to San Felipe Castle

Not included:

• Food and beverages.

• Additional services not described in the tour.

• VAT of 19% for domestic passengers

• (Foreigners exempt from VAT upon presentation of the corresponding
temporary entry stamp).

Min 2 per. 
Min 10 per.

63 USD
30 USD



G E T S E M A N I

SAN FELIPE CASTLE

G E T S E M A N I
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WALKING TOURS

Includes:

• Transfers Hotel / Center / Hotel.

• Specialized local guide,

• Admission to the San Pedro Claver Museum and Historical 

Museum.

Not included:

• Food and beverages.

• Additional services not described in the tour.

• VAT of 19% for national passengers.  

• (Foreigners exempt from VAT upon presentation of the 

corresponding temporary entry stamp).

VISIT SAN PEDRO CLAVER MUSEUM + HISTORICAL MUSEUM

Discover the stories that lie in the palace of the Inquisition, full of
struggle and cries of freedom, you will be amazed by the sanctuary
of the life and work of the defender of the slaves, St. Peter Claver,
with a guided tour that will evoke his most sublime moments.

Duration: approximately 3 hours.

Min 2 per. 
Min 10 per.

70 USD
30 USD



HISTORIC MUSEUM

SAN PEDRO CLAVER CHURCH

DOWN TOWN



NATURE TOURS



NATIONAL AVIARY TOUR

The largest aviary in the Americas is located 14.5 km from

Cartagena - Baru. A tourist attraction that promotes the care of
nature along with the importance of environmental sustainability.
The National Aviary of Colombia has 138 species of birds and

approximately 1800 specimens, among them: the Harpy Eagle, the
Caribbean Toucan, the Pink Flamingos, the Crowned Crane, among
others. It also has three eco-systemic environments (tropical

rainforest, coast and desert) that support its wide variety of
permanent exhibits.

Duration: 4 hours approximately.

Includes:

• Air-conditioned transportation
• Specialized local guide (according to option chosen)
• Entrance ticket to the aviary

Not included:
• Additional services not described in the tour.

• VAT of 19% for domestic passengers (foreigners are exempt from
VAT upon presentation of the corresponding temporary entry
stamp).

Min 2 per. 
Min 10 per.

132 USD
55 USD





MANGROVE TOUR
Mangroves are a vegetation that develops in the marshes near the sea; they

were for Heroic Cartagena the first wall that defended the city when the

Spaniards arrived, thousands of conquerors were held back by the inhospitable

nature of the Caribbean Sea that fought to stop the invasion. Many of them

were trapped in the mangroves and eaten by alligators.

Today, this incredible ecosystem offers its natives and visitors the opportunity to

enjoy magnificent landscapes through its tunnels that show the beauty of the

fauna and flora of Cartagena. Located in the district of La Boquilla, 20 minutes

from the historic center of the city, you will be able to enjoy a canoe trip

through the tunnels of enchantment, happiness and fantasy.

Duration: 1.5 hours approximately

Includes:

• Transportation

• Tour through three mangrove tunnels

• Guide

• Welcome cocktail (cold coconut)

• Paddles for competition (if required)

• Seedling planting (Optional)

Not included:

• Additional services not described in the tour.

• VAT of 19% for domestic passengers (Foreigners are exempt from

• VAT upon presentation of the corresponding stamp of temporary

• admission).

Min 2 per. 
Min 10 per.

67 USD
48 USD





TOURS



SUNSET BY THE BAY

The bay of Cartagena de Indias is a Caribbean bay located in
northwestern Colombia. It was discovered around the year 1500 by the
first Spanish navigators, allowing the city to become the epicenter of
European trade of the time and today is one of the most important
commercial ports of Colombia. It has also become a tourist attraction
for those who visit the walled city. Take a tour to see the impressive
sunset through the calm waters of the bay of Cartagena, aboard a boat
that will give you a fascinating view of the city.

Departures: Wednesdays to Sundays

Includes:
• A 90-minute ride around the bay of Cartagena.
• Service on board
• Music on board
• WIFI signal on board
• Port tax

Not included:
• Transfers Hotel - Pier - Hotel
• Additional services not described
• Additional services not described in the tour.
• VAT of 19% for domestic passengers (foreigners are exempt from

VAT upon presentation of the corresponding stamp
• corresponding stamp of temporary admission)



SIBARITA EXPRESS

Includes: Open bar of Cuba Libre, rum punch, lemonade, water and soda.

Duration: 1 hour and 30 min,

Departure: 4:30 pm from Muelle Bodeguita Door # 4

SIBARITA MASTER

Includes: National beers and house wine Cuba Libre, rum punch, lemonade,
water and soda.

Duration: 1 hour and 30 min,

Departure: 4:30 pm from Muelle Bodeguita Puerta # 4



SUNSET CATAMARAN BONA VIDA 

Includes: Welcome cocktail, snacks of the house, a drink with or 
without alcohol (house wine, national beer or juice of the day).

Duration: 2 hours from 5:00 pm to 7:00pm

Departure: 4:30 pm from Pegasos Pier.

Price: 20 USD



SUNSET PHANTOM BOAT

Includes: 
• 3 complimentary alcoholic beverages
• Open bar in soft drinks and water
• Dock tax
• Music and restroom service.

Does not include:
• Transfers Hotel - Pier - Hotel.
• Additional services not described in the tour.
• VAT of 19% for domestic passengers (foreigners exempt from VAT upon 

presentation of the corresponding stamp of temporary entry).
• (Foreigners exempt from VAT upon presentation of the corresponding temporary 

entry stamp)

Duration : 2 hours (From 5:00 pm to 7:00 pm )

• Boarding : 4:30 pm 
• La Bodeguita Dock door # 4



E X P E R I E N C E S



SAN ALBERTO COFFEE BAPTISM

Departure to the San Alberto Coffee Shop. A coffee with pleasant sweet
aromatic notes, fruity, reminiscent of caramel and smooth dark chocolate.
Its fruity acidity, creamy body and harmonious balance stand out. The most
expert palates have awarded Café San Alberto for its striking flavor. San
Alberto is the most awarded coffee in Colombia. We will have a coffee
experience to awaken the senses, where we will learn to appreciate and
enjoy the particular attributes of specialty coffees through a delicious
sensory journey.

Duration: 1 hour approximately

Includes:

• Activity in the San Alberto Coffee Shop - Spanish / English language.

• Menage for the activity

• Cloth apron

• Certificate

Does not include:

• Transfers

• Additional services not described in the tour.

• VAT of 19% for domestic passengers (Foreigners are exempt from VAT
upon presentation of the corresponding stamp of temporary admission).,

Min 2 per. 
Min 10 per.

80 USD
40 USD



COOKING CLASSES CARTAGENA

With the Cartagena Cuisine Experience, you will discover our coastal
culinary identity, finding out the origin of each dish.
Upon arrival you will be welcomed with a refreshing drink of panela, the
Colombian Red Bull. Then we will introduce you to the local ingredients
and the dishes to be cooked. We will prepare a four course menu that
changes depending on the day of the week.

Duration: 3 hours approximately.

Included:
• Recretory-Implements to carry out the class-Chef.

Not included:
• Transfers 
• Additional food and beverages
• Additional services not described in the tour.
• VAT of 19% for domestic passengers (Foreigners are exempt from VAT 

upon presentation of the corresponding stamp of temporary entry.



OPTION 1
Days : Monday, Wednesday and Friday

Menu to prepare:
• Sea bass ceviche with banana and lemongrass emulsion.
• Cheese mote (traditional soup of yams and coastal cheese)
• Costa negra cartagenera (typical meat dish), accompanied

by rice with coconegro, bananas in temptation and aji
deaguacate

• Tomato de árbol sweet.

OPTION 2
Days : Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday

Menu to prepare:
• Shrimp and copey snail cocktail -Crab and coconut carimañola
• Pargo in coconut juice, accompanied by rice with black coconut 

and patacones
• Enyucado (cassava and coconut cake).
Observations:
• At the end of the workshop we will sit down to enjoy the 

preparations with a glass of wine or beer.



DANCING CLASSES

According to our philosophy, feeling and enjoying the rhythm of
the music is the most important part of learning Latin dances - if
you feel and enjoy the music you will always have an enjoyable
time dancing and your spirit will spread the charm to other
people. Complex figures and movements might add more fun and
dynamism to your dance but without the feeling of the rhythm
they are of little use and would only prevent you from getting
fully into it and it would then be a very mechanized dance.
Duration: 1 hour approx.

Includes:
• Instructor

Does not include:
• Transfers
• Additional food and beverages
• Additional services not described in the tour.
• Group class schedule : 5:00 pm and 7:00 pm

Price: 12 USD





ROSARIO ISLAND



SOL ISLAND 
Located 55 minutes from Cartagena de Indias, the Isla del Sol Hotel has social 
areas and a private beach which becomes a real experience, a world to explore 
in the Corales del Rosario National Park and San Bernardo - Islas del Rosario, 
combined with the excellent cuisine, which offers the best of the Colombian 
Caribbean.

On the island, activities such as scuba diving, snorkeling, ecological walks, 
mangrove tours, visit to the aquarium and relaxing massages can be arranged 
during the day,
visit to the aquarium and relaxing massages.

Includes:
• Round trip transfer by boat. (Duration of the tour 1 hour).

• Bilingual guide during the tour.
• Fresh fruit as a welcome
• Use of the facilities

• Typical lunch and 1 non-alcoholic beverage  
• Typical sweets
• Colombian coffee

Not included:
• Transfer Hotel - pier - hotel.

• Dock and environmental taxes.  ($ 20,000 COP per person)
• Beverages and food not described in the tour.
• Additional services not described in the tour.

• Entrance fees to the Aquarium. $ 30,000 COP (Optional visit)
• Optional Snorkeling and Diving activities.

Observations :

• Schedule of presentation at the dock 7:45 A.M. and return: 4:00 PM

• Dock Bodeguita Door # 4

58 USD





SAN PEDRO DE MAJAGUA ISLAND
60 minutes from Cartagena de Indias, by sea, Hotel San Pedro de Majagua is 
located on Isla Grande, one of the 28 islands that make up the Corales del 
Rosario National Natural Park, a valuable set of ecosystems, inhabited 
mainly by coral reefs, colorful fish, crustaceans and other species.

The island has a PADI diving center for courses and mini courses, different 
activities for your choice: snorkeling, kayaks, sunfish, ecological walks and a 
visit to the San Martin de Pajarales oceanarium. Connect with nature with 
canoe tours through the mangroves and internal lagoons, relax in an 
outdoor massage room.

Includes:
• Transportation in shared boat Cartagena - Hotel San Pedro de Majagua -

Cartagena (non-exclusive)
• Welcome cocktail at the Hotel (non-alcoholic fruit punch)
• Use of the two accesses to the sea of the Hotel, dressing rooms and bathrooms.
• Lunch according to plan accompanied with rice with coconut titoté, green salad, 

patacones.
• 1 non-alcoholic drink and typical sweets
• Colombian coffee
• Towel service on the island
• Port tax

• Not included:
• Transfer Hotel - Pier - Hotel
• Drinks or consumptions out of the stipulated ones.
• Nautical or ecological activities
• Entrance to the aquarium

Observations :
• Schedule of presentation at the dock 08:00 A.M and return 4:00 PM 
• Dock Bodeguita Door # 3





SAN PEDRO DE MAJAGUA PLANS

PLAN SILVER: (whole fish or fish fillet or baby beef or grilled chicken breast).

PLAN GOLD: (lobster grillé or seafood casserole or seafood rice).

PLAN DIAMOND: (seafood grill: fish fillet, shrimp, squid, octopus, prawns, mussels) +
ECOLOGICAL ACTIVITY: canoe ride through the mangroves (duration 60 minutes).

CHILDREN PLAN from 03 to 08 years old (half fillet fish or chicken or meat).



PIRATA ISLAND

Includes:
• Maritime transfer by speedboat. (Duration of the tour 1 hour).

• Use of the facilities Typical lunch and non-alcoholic  and non-
alcoholic beverage 

Not included:

• Transfer Hotel - dock - hotel.
• Dock and environmental taxes.  ($ 20,000 COP per person) 
• Beverages and food not described in the tour.

• Additional services not described in the tour.
• Entrance fees to the Aquarium: $ 30,000 COP (Optional visit)
• Optional Snorkeling and Scuba Diving activities.

Observations :
• Schedule of presentation at the dock 7:45 A.M. 

• Dock Bodeguita Door # 4 
• Return: 4:00 PM





GENTE DE MAR ISLAND

It is a hotel located in Isla Grande (Rosario Islands) just 45 minutes by boat

from the city of Cartagena de Indias.

Includes:

• Sea transportation by speedboat.

• Welcome cocktail (without alcohol).

• 3 course lunch menu (appetizer, main course and dessert).

• Use of the facilities, sun loungers, beach beds.

• Volleyball court, ping pong and pool table.

• Use of towels and showers.

Not included:

• Transfer Hotel - Pier - Hotel.

• Dock and environmental taxes. ($ 20,000 COP per person)

• Services or additional consumption not described in the tour.

• Optional Snorkeling and Diving activities.

Observations :

• Schedule of presentation at the dock 7:30 A.M. and return 4:00 PM

• Pier Bodeguita Door #4





ROSARIO ISLAND



ENCANTO ISLAND

Just an hour from the city of Cartagena, the charm of this island begins in its location,
located on the island of Baru that offers visitors endless activities to enjoy the best of
nature, while tasting the cuisine of the Caribbean.

Includes:
• Transfer round trip by speedboat .(Duration of the tour 1 hour).
• Bilingual guide during the tour.
• Use of the facilities.
• Buffet lunch and non-alcoholic beverage.
• Transfer Hotel - pier - Only for hotels located in North Manzanillo and historical

center and transfer pier - hotel only for hotels located in Bocagrande and Laguito.

Not included:
• Pier and environment taxes. $20.000 COP per person.
• Beverages and food not described in the tour.
• Additional services not described in the tour.
• Entrance fees to the Aquarium (optional visit).
• Optional Snorkeling and Diving activities.

Observations :
• Schedule of presentation at the pier 7:45 A.M. and return 4:00 PM
• Pier Bodeguita Door #4





BARU PLAYA ECO BEACH RESORT

In the middle of the most extensive coral platform of the Colombian Caribbean. This 
incredible place located on the island of Baru offers visitors an endless number of 
activities to enjoy the best of nature, while tasting the Caribbean cuisine with a typical 
lunch of the area.

Includes:
• Ground transfer door to door from the hotel - Baru pier. 
• Transfer by boat for 15 minutes approx.
• Use of the facilities
• Beach towel plus furniture
• Typical Caribbean lunch and non-alcoholic beverage. 
• Welcome cocktail
• Panoramic tour by boat through the mangrove tunnel.
• Kayak, volleyball and board games activities.

Not included:
• Beverages and food not described in the tour.
• Additional services not described in the tour.
• Entrance fees to the Aquarium (optional visit)
• Optional Snorkeling and Scuba Diving activities.

Observations: 
Time of presentation at the hotel Lobby between 7:40 AM and 8:00 AM.
Return: 4:00 PM







MARLIN BEACH

Includes:
• Transportation by boat 18 minutes trip
• Use of the facilities
• Typical Caribbean lunch and non-alcoholic beverage. 
• Welcome cocktail (with or without alcohol)

Not included:
• Transfers Hotel / Pier / Hotel.
• Beverages and food not described in the tour.
• Additional services not described in the tour.
• Port tax $10.000 COP per person.

Observations : 
• Departure times : 9:30 AM AND 10:30 AM
• Bodeguita Dock Door # 1
• Return: 4:00 PM



PLANES MARLIN BEACH

ZONA VIEW PLAN PASADIA MARLIN ZONA BLUE PLAN PASADIA MARINERO

LUNCH OPTIONS 
• Seafood rice
• Seafood grill
• Fish burger
• Fried or grilled fish of the day
• Island chicken 
• Mote de ñame con sierra
• Marlin Bowl (vegetarian option)
• Accompanied by soft drink or national beer and dessert of the day.

LUNCH OPTIONS
• Fried or grilled fish of the day
• Island chicken 
• Mote de ñame con sierra
• Marlin Bowl (vegetarian option)
• Accompanied by soft drink or national beer and dessert of the day.





FENIX BEACH 

Includes:
• Transportation by boat 15 minutes trip
• Use of the facilities
• Typical Caribbean lunch and beverage -Alcoholic beverages. 
• Welcome cocktail (juice with or without alcohol)
• DJ service
• Beach beds or mats 
• Volleyball court
• Beach towel

Not included:
• Transfers Hotel / Pier / Hotel.
• Beverages and food not described in the tour.
• Additional services not described in the tour.
• Port tax $10.000 COP per person.

Departure times:
• From 9:30 am, 10:30 am, 11:30 am and 1:30 pm.
• Bodeguita Dock Door # 1
• Return: 5:30 pm and 6:00 pm

50 USD





TROPICAL INN

Incluye:
• Transporte en lancha ( 15 minutos de trayecto ) ,
• Uso de las instalaciones
• Almuerzo típico caribeño y bebida no Alcohólica 
• Coctel de bienvenida

No incluye:
• Traslados Hotel /  Muelle / Hotel.
• Bebidas y alimentación no descritos en el tour
• Servicios adicionales no descritos en el tour.
• Tasa portuaria  $10.000 COP por persona

Observaciones :
• Horario de presentación en el muelle 7:45  A.M 
• Muelle Bodeguita Puerta # 1

• Regreso: 4:00 PM





BOAT AND YACHT RENTALS 

Includes: 
• Fuel
• Crew
• Cava with ice

Does not include: 
• Food 
• or additional drinks.



BARRANQUILLA TOUR

Barranquilla is one of the main cities of Colombia and has become a reference
destination for its people, its joy and its carnival.
We will take a panoramic tour of the city, passing by the houses of the old
neighborhood El Prado, the Amira de La Rosa Theater, the School of Fine Arts,
the Park of the Founders, the river boardwalk, window to the world, including
the view of the carnival house, one of the favorite attractions of the city and
currently promotes the recovery of the heritage of the sector through crafts,
cuisine, music and other elements of Barranquilla's identity.

Duration: 7 hours approximately

Includes:

• Private transportation 

• Specialized local guide

• Carnival House

Not included:

• Food and beverages.

• Additional services not described in the tour.

Observations:

It is suggested to start this activity in the morning.

Not applicable during the carnival season in Barranquilla or World Cup 
qualifying matches.





SANTA MARTA TOUR

Departure in the morning to SMR, making a panoramic tour of the city, to
reach the Quinta de San Pedro Alejandrino, where the liberator Simón
Bolívar died and where important documents and elements that recreate
his life and work are still preserved. Free time for lunch. And in the
afternoon, guided walking tour through the romantic and colonial sector
to appreciate architectural gems in very good state of preservation such as
the Cathedral, the Convent of Santo Domingo, the Tayrona Gold Museum
and the Casa Consistorial, enclosures of history and tradition, having time
for the beach; Return to Cartagena.

Duration : 10 hours approximately

( 3.5 hours each way and 3 hours tour in the city of Santa Marta ).

Includes:

• Private transportation

• Specialized local guide

• Entrance to the Quinta de San Pedro

Not included:

• Food and beverages.

• Additional services not described in the tour.
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